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Abstract
Epilepsy is a neurological disease condition in which one experience seizures. These can be recorded using Electroen-

cephalogram which is by nature long term recordings. A lot of work has been done towards automatic detection of these

seizures in the literature with both short term and long term recordings. In this work, we have used the standard database of

University of Bonn for a four different two class classification problem as addressed by various others in the literature. We

have used novel single feature namely Tsallis entropy along with five different classifiers. Comparing with other literatures,

we find that our method has the least computation time as low as 0.9 ms. We achieved a highest accuracy of 92.67–100%

with Decision tree classifier for the four types of two class classification problem considered. Our method being very

simple and also has fastest computation time in comparison with other features in the literature and thus can form as a

software tool that can be installed easily and also opens future opportunities towards real time detection and prediction of

epileptic seizures.
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1 Introduction

Epilepsy is common disease experienced by at least 50

million people in the world, which surmounts about 1% of

the world’s population [1, 2]. One with epilepsy as disease

is not well received by the society. People from south India

hide this disease in relation to marriage on the fear that

they will be rejected or prohibited from marring. Factually

the disease itself does not prompt threat, but it can become

hazardous if the individual is swimming or driving as one

loses control and consciousness during certain types of

epilepsy.

Seizures are of different types. They are classified pri-

marily based on the source of the seizure within the brain

namely localized or distributed. The localized seizures are

named as partial or focal seizures. Partial seizures are

further classified as simple partial seizure and complex

partial seizure. If ones awareness is unaffected then it is

called as simple partial seizure and if ones awareness is

affected it is called as complex partial seizure. And gen-

erally seizures are classified according to the effect on the

body but all of them involve loss of consciousness. These

include absence (petit mal), myoclonic, clonic, tonic,

tonic–clonic (grand mal), and atonic seizures. In general

they have an ictal period during which the patient experi-

ences the seizures and a period preceding that called pre

ictal period. Epileptic seizures can be recorded along with

recording of the Electroencephalogram (EEG).

Volumes of work are done towards automatic detection

of epileptic seizures. In a broad way, researchers have used

long term EEG data or EEG data segments for detecting the

epileptic seizures. Here we are considering EEG data

segments for the classification of epileptic seizures. Bonn

University database [3] has EEG segments of a fixed

duration of three different categories namely normal, ictal

and preictal. A lot of work has been done using this data-

base for classification of epileptic seizures.
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In terms of techniques, starting from the 1970s different

methods has been employed. Initially heuristic and

descriptive methods were used for the detection of epileptic

seizures [4]. Later time domain methods, frequency

domain methods, time frequency domain methods and

other nonlinear methods were all attempted for seizure

detection [5]. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), his-

togram methods were also used for automatically detecting

the epileptic seizures [6, 7]. Seizure termination was

identified using sample entropy [8]. Differential operation

was also used to identify the seizures [9]. Recurrence

quantification Analysis (RQA) [10], Higher order spectra

(HOS) [11], Hurst exponent (H) [12], different entropies

[1] were all employed for the identification of epileptic

seizures. There are also works where they have employed

wavelet transforms with single level analysis for detecting

the epileptic seizures [13, 14]. Multilevel wavelet approach

was also employed by Indiradevi et al. [15] for automati-

cally detect the epileptic spikes. Sharma et al. [16] has used

Fast Fourier transform(FFT) for extracting features from

EEG as a first step and employed these features to the

neural network for identifying the seizure.

Different methods of machine learning algorithms with

pattern recognition such as neural networks [17–23], sup-

port vector machines [24, 25], KNN classifier [26], Baye-

sian classifier [27] have been implemented. Features such

as correlation dimension [28], correlation density [29],

Lyapunov exponent [30], Kolmogorov entropy [31] have

been used for onset detection. Fourier transform was also

implemented for onset detection of epileptic seizures

[32–34]. Some researchers have also used wavelet trans-

forms [35–37] to detect the seizure onsets [61].

Fundamentally, the researchers have used this database

as a two class or three class problem [38–40]. We are going

to use this database for a two class classification problem.

Various methods which use the same database for a two

class classification namely normal and abnormal are shown

in the Table 8. It can be noted that few works have led to

100% classification accuracy [41–45]. It can also be seen

that expect a few, no one talks about the computation time

that is involved in these works [46–49]. Here, in this work,

we are bringing the importance of computation time and

accuracy towards real time detection or classification of

epileptic seizures [50–55].

The paper is sorted out as it takes after. Section 2

exhibits the subtle elements of the information database,

brief data about the feature that we have utilized and

classifier which we have utilized as a part of this work.

Segment 3 introduces the outcomes acquired in this work.

Section 4 exhibits a discourse on related investigations of

this database and contrasts our outcomes and different

techniques and results in the writing. The conclusion is

given in segment 5.

2 Methods and materials

In this section, we describe the methods that we have

employed for automatic classification of the epileptic

seizures.

2.1 Data

We have used the artefact free EEG data available at the

Bonn University [see Ref. 38 for more details]. The dataset

contains three classes namely normal (Set A (eyes open)

and Set B(eyes closed)), pre-ictal (Set C and Set D) and

seizure (Set E) each with 200, 200 and 100 data respec-

tively. Each of the data is a single channel EEG signals

with the duration of 23.6 s. In this work, we are taking the

first 6 s of duration of the data from all the sets. Thus the

normal class comprises of EEG data Set A and Set B. Thus

the normal class contains 200 data. Similarly the pre-ictal

class (Set C and Set D) contains 200 data. The seizure class

(Set E) consists of 100 cases with same subjects when they

were having epilepsy. Thus it forms a database of 500

datasets with 6 s of the data with size of 1024 samples. All

these segments of EEG were recorded using 128 channel

system with the sampling rate of 173.61 Hz and digitized

with 12 bit A/D resolution. Further it was filtered with a

band pass filter with 0.5340 Hz at 12 dB/octave [3]. A

sample of these data under three classes namely normal,

preictal and ictal is shown in Fig. 1. As in the literature, we

are constructing 4 different types of 2 class problem from

the data considered, which is described as follows. I Type:

Set A versus Set E, II Type: Set A, B versus Set E, III

Type: Set C, D versus Set E, and IV Type: Set A, B, C, D

versus Set E.

2.2 Tsallis entropy as the feature

The idea of entropy was started in 1803 by a mathematician

Lazare Carnot as he found that vitality is lost because of

scattering and friction [56, 57]. This thermodynamic

entropy was later brought into the field of data hypothesis

with the name data entropy just in 1948 by Shannon [58].

Since at that point there are part of assortments of entropies

have come in the writing like approximate entropy, sample

entropy, permutation entropy etc. A short blueprint with

only one entropy called Tsallis entropy (TsE) as a single

feature. A short blueprint of this entropy is given below.

2.2.1 Tsallis-entropy(TsE)

Constantino Tsallis introduced this entropy in 1988 as a

basis for generalizing standard statistical mechanics [59].

For a given discrete set of probabilities, {pi} with sum of
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their probabilities equal to one and q any real number, the

Tsallis entropy (TsE) is given by

SqðpiÞ ¼ 1

q� 1
1�

X

i

p
q
i

 !
ð1Þ

From the mathematical equation, we can see that it has

only a summation part and thereby the computation time

for this must be significantly low in comparison with other

methods.

Table 1 shows the computation time of TsE for a single

data. From this it can be noticed that the calculation time

for TsE is very low which in this way opens the gate

towards ongoing preparing. It can be observed that TsE has

a computation time of 0.0009 s in a 1.6 GHz, 4 GB Ram

computer with MATLAB 2008. Table 2 shows the com-

putation time of various other features in the literature used

for classification of epileptic seizures. The computation

time shown in Tables 1 and 2 are average values over

various single EEG data considered.

In this work, we have used five classifiers to be specific

Naı̈ve Bayes classifier (NBC), Radial basis function neural

network classifier (RBF), Decision tree—Decision tree

classifier (DT), K nearest neighbourhood classifier (KNN)

and Support vector machines (SVM) which are briefly

explained as follows.

2.2.2 Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC)

This classifier is based on Bayes theorem. It accept that

factors are autonomous irregular factors. With this pre-

sumption, it registers the probabilities required by the

Bayes hypothesis for the given information.

Fig. 1 EEG data—normal,

preictal and ictal

Table 1 Computation time for TsE considered

Feature Computation time (seconds)

TsE 0.0009

Table 2 Computation time for various features considered in other

studies

Features Computation time (seconds)

Lyapanuv exponent 11.07

Higuchi FD 2.5

Hurst exponent 0.75

Approximate entropy (ApEn) 0.65

Sample entropy (SampEn) 0.64

Permutation entropy (PE) (m = 3) 0.07

PE (m = 4) 0.153

Kolmogorov measure 0.450
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2.2.3 Radial basis function (RBF)

These are again probabilistic neural systems having out-

spread premise initiation works in its first layer and focused

layer tailing it for arrangement.

2.2.4 Decision trees: functional tree (DTFT)

Functional trees [60] are one type of multivariate trees,

which are classification trees that have logistic regression

functions at the inner nodes and/or leaves. They can deal

with multiclass target variables, nominal and numeric

attributes and missing values.

2.2.5 K-nearest neighbour classifier (KNN)

This is a supervised learning technique where a new

coming instance is classified based on the closest training

samples present in feature space. It does not have any

model for fitting the new instance. When the test data is

given, it is mapped to the class that is most common among

the K neighbors. In this work, various values of k ranging

from 2 to 6 were considered and the distance were com-

puted using Euclidean distance. We got the highest accu-

racy when k was 5.

2.2.6 Adaboost

Adaboost is short of Adaptive boosting. This classification

algorithm was formulated by Yoav Freund. It is a machine

learning meta algorithm. It can be used in conjunction with

the other weak learners to enhance their performance. Here

Adaboost is used independently.

2.3 Performance measures

The performance of these classifiers is assessed using the

accuracy. Accuracy is given by the ratio of the number of

correctly classified segments to the total number of seg-

ments [61].

3 Results

The TsE values are calculated for the EEG data. The mean

and variance of these entropy values for the data of 4

different two class problems considered is shown in the

Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. Students T test is performed for each

of them with TsE feature. The determined p value is also

shown in the table which is very less than 0.00001

Table 4 Performance measures

of the classifiers for type I
Classifiers Accuracy (%)

NBC 100

RBF 100

DT 100

KNN 100

Adaboost 100

Table 5 Performance measures

of the classifiers for type II
Classifiers Accuracy (%)

NBC 97.67

RBF 97.33

DT 98

KNN 97.67

Adaboost 97

Table 6 Performance measures

of the classifiers for type III
Classifiers Accuracy (%)

NBC 88.33

RBF 91

DT 92.67

KNN 89.33

Adaboost 89

Table 3 Range (Mean ± Variance) of TsE for various 2 class problems considered

2 class problem type Normal Abnormal p value

Type I

Set A (normal) versus Set E (abnormal)

- 2329102 ± 1.67E?12 - 1.2E?08 ± 1.25E?16 1.4E-18

Type II

Set A, B (normal) versus Set E (abnormal)

- 3788185 ± 7.33E?12 - 1.2E?08 ± 1.25E?16 2.59E-38

Type III

Set A, B, C, D (normal) versus Set E (abnormal)

- 2.8E?07 ± 4.8E?15 - 1.2E?08 ± 1.25E?16 9.67E-26

Type IV

Set C, D (normal) versus Set E (abnormal)

- 4.5E?07 ± 7.33E?15 - 1.2E?08 ± 1.25E?16 2.56E-12
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suggesting that TsE has high discriminating capacity for

each of the problems considered.

TsE being the single feature in our work is given as

input to the five different classifiers. Tenfold cross vali-

dation technique was used for evaluating the classifiers. In

this system, the whole dataset is partitioned into 10 sets,

each having same proportions of instances in each class.

Nine sets are utilized for preparing and the staying one set

is utilized for testing and evaluating the performance of the

classifier. This system is rehashed ten times using new

training and testing set each time. The average of all these

ten performance measures is considered as the resultant

final value. The performance measures thus obtained for

each of the classifiers for various entropies considered are

shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7.

From the Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 we can observe that the

following. For the problem Type I: All the classifiers

considered gave 100% accuracy. This shows the robustness

and versatile nature of the TsE as feature that we have

considered. For the problem Type II: DT classifier gave the

highest classification accuracy of 98% accuracy. It can also

be noted that the other classifiers also gave accuracies

above 97%. This again proves the robust and versatile

nature of the TsE feature across all the classifiers yielding

consistent accuracies irrespective of the classifier used. For

the problem Type III: It can be observed that the DT

classifier gave the highest accuracy of 92.67%, whereas

other classifiers gave accuracies above 88%. The reduction

in the accuracy for this type is because we are classifying

between preictal type and ictal type. Preictal stage is the

region that comes before the onset of epileptic seizure. This

is a transition period from normal to the ictal. Nevertheless

we can see that TsE as a single feature has the ability to

discriminate fairly well with the highest accuracy of

92.67%. For the problem Type IV: It can be observed that

decision tree classifier achieved the highest classification

accuracy of 95.8% with other classifiers accuracies being

above 94%. This again shows that TsE as a single feature

has a good discrimination capacity with fair good accuracy

across all classifiers. Thus in a overall way, it can be

pointed out that TsE as a single feature has the capacity for

classifying all these four types of problems with fairly good

levels of accuracies and with its significantly very less

computation time, it is all capable for building towards a

real time epilepsy detection system. The various accuracies

obtained with different methods in the literature for these

three classes are discussed in the following section.

4 Discussion

In this section, we present the various techniques used in

the literature towards classification of the EEG data. We

have only reviewed those studies which used Bonn

University dataset towards classification of two classes and

hence our results are comparable. A summary of the pre-

vious studies towards classification of various two class

problems along with the accuracies obtained is listed in the

Table 8.

Primarily it can be seen from Table 8 that TsE as single

feature was not used by anyone and we are first to use this

as a feature towards the four different types of two class

problems for this database, as done earlier in various papers

in the literature.

From the initial observation from the Table 3, we can

see that the TsE feature values for four different types of

problems considered are visibly having a contrast between

the two classes. It has also been found in the literature that

entropy value changes for ictal and normal EEG [1, 5].

This is also confirmed in our study.

Earlier permutation entropy (PE) was also used for

epileptic detection [2]. In their work, they split the 23.6 s

duration of EEG data into non overlapping windows of 1 s

duration length and PE is calculated for that. They calcu-

lated PE for m = 3 and m = 4. Although they calculated

the PE values to be a feature for classification, they used it

only for 4 different two class classification problem. They

used SVM classifier and achieved an accuracy of 86.1%.

Recently G. Chen [62] used dual tree complex wavelet

with Fourier features and achieved 100% accuracy for

these 4 different types of 2 class problem. He achieved a

computation time fairly less as 5.7 ms as shown in the

Table 8. In this work, we have used only TsE as feature

whose calculation time is significantly very less as 0.9 ms.

In addition to the above, we have shown different

algorithms in literature in the Table 8 showing the different

levels of accuracies they obtained. It can be seen that the

authors have not given their computation time. To have

some comparison for the computation time of ours with

other methods in the literature, we have calculated some of

the computation time of different algorithms in the litera-

ture with the same computer configuration and it is shown

in the Table 2 and Table 8. For the wavelet based features

and Fourier features we have not given the computation

time and we take those values to be definitely larger than

computation time of TsE—the reason being the mathe-

matical equation for TsE calculation in comparison to the

Table 7 Performance measures

of the classifiers for type IV
Classifiers Accuracy (%)

NBC 94

RBF 94.2

DT 95.8

KNN 92.8

Adaboost 95.2
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wavelet transform and Fourier transform. Moreover we can

see from G. Chen’s work where the minimum computation

time given is to be 5.7 ms. We have marked ‘NA’ in

Table 8 meaning that the corresponding authors have not

given the computation time or we have not specifically

calculated the computation time of their features in our

computer. We take for granted from G. Chen’s work in

general for those works that involves wavelet and Fourier

features. From all of the above, it can be noted that our

feature TsE has the least computation time. Although our

accuracies achieved are not 100% for problem of Type II,

III and IV, our computation time is significantly very less

comparing with other methods in the literature, thereby

opening the window towards real time detection. More

appropriate features are planned to be added to increase the

accuracies without further increasing the computation time.

Our method has the following specific significance and

novelty.

(a) We are the first one to use TsE for this dataset and

also towards epileptic seizure detection.

(b) The computation time for this TsE feature consid-

ered in this work is significantly very less as shown

in the Table 1 in comparison with the computation

time of other features used in the literature as shown

in the Table 2. It should also be noted that our

method did not involve any preprocessing of the

data.

(c) We have used only a single feature i.e., TsE for the

classification of 4 different types of two class

classification problem. Also we would like to bring

out that we have used tenfold cross validation

technique for the accuracy calculation, which is not

the case with the study of G. Chen.

(d) Having the least computation time, our strategy

opens the window towards continuous detection

Table 8 Comparison of accuracy of previous works with two class classification

Authors (year) Features and classifier Classification

problem

Accuracy

(%)

Computation time (ms)

Nigam and grape

(2004)

Nonlinear preprocessing filter ? neural network Type I 97.2 NA

Srinivasan et al.

(2005)

Time–frequency features ? recurrent neural networks Type I 99.6 NA

Kannathal et al.

(2005)

Entropy (approximate, sample) ? adaptive neuro-fuzzy

inference system

Type I 92.2 See Table 2

Polat and Gunes

(2007)

Fourier features ? decision tree Type I 98.72 NA

Subasi (2007) Wavelet features ? expert system Type I 95 NA

Tzallas et al.

(2007)

Time frequency analysis ? neural networks Type I 100 NA

Type IV 97.73 NA

Guo et al. (2010) Multiple-wavelet approximate entropy features ? neural

networks

Type I 100 See Table 2

Type IV 98.27 NA

Orhan et al. (2011) Wavelet transforms ? KNN ? neural network Type I 100 NA

Type IV 100 NA

Iscan et al. (2011) Cross correlation ? PSD ? SVM Type I 100 10.5 (only for finding cross

correlation)

Wang et al. (2011) Wavelet transform ? Shannon entropy ? KNN Type I 100 24 (only for shannon entropy)

Xie and Krishnan

(2013)

Wavelet variances ? KNN Type I 100 NA

Type IV 100 NA

Chen (2014) Dual tree complex wavelet ? fourier features Type I 100 6.7

Type II 100 9.4

Type III 100 5.7

Type IV 100 14.4

This work Tsallis entropy ? decision tree Type I 100 0.9

Type II 98 0.9

Type III 92.67 0.9

Type IV 95.8 0.9
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which is one of important need of hour of this area of

research.

In any case, it ought to be noticed that this technique is

executed just to a restricted size of information. The

method needs to be checked with other large databases for

consistent results. Additionally it ought to be noticed that

the EEG information considered here for arrangement are

commotion and ancient rarity free information portions and

they are not the constant running EEG. As stated by

Acharya et al. [5]., such strategies should be additionally

tried and checked with substantial database gathered at

various focuses of clinical trials for the consistency in the

outcomes, previously they can be actualized for reasonable

social purpose.

5 Conclusion

EEG signals can be used to differentiate between the two

different states namely normal and ictal. In this work, we

have proposed novel single feature TsE along with five

classifiers for classification of four different types of two

class problems. It can be seen our work achieved a highest

accuracy of 92.67–100% for the different types of prob-

lems considered as described earlier. More importantly, our

method has the least computation time of 0.9 ms in solving

these four different types of classification problem. Thus

proposed method is simple yet fastest and therefore can be

planned towards real time detection. More selective new

features need to be appended to increase the accuracy

without further increase of the computation time. It can

also form as a software tool and be installed in the epileptic

diagnostic centres. However before such installations, the

method has to be tested thoroughly with various databases

for consistency in the accuracy.
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